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PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D.C.
20500

May 16, 1975

MEMORANDUM

Charles R. work
Chainnan, OMB Working Team

TO

FROM

Lawrence M. Baskir / UA~.
General Counsel
~~~~~
~

SUBJECT:

Draft Report to Paul O'Neill

This memo contains our general response to the major proposals
you have made in the draft you presented to me this morning. We
will have for you on Monday a response to other, more detailed
points in your report.
First, let me express my appreciation ana that of the PCB staff and
the Chairman for the time, energy and spirit with which you approached
your review of our operations. Even where we do not agree with your
recommendations, we have found your qu~stions and your suggestions very
stimulating and helpful in our efforts to improve our operations and
to ensure our meeting of the President's goal.
I wish to address seven points in this memo:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
I.

Policy Questions
Board and Staff Morale
Additional Staffing
Senior General Manager
Quality Control
Budget
Immediate issues which must be addressed by Paul O'Neill

Policy Questions

The Chairman has serious doubts as to the appropriateness of your
making recommendations concerning the two policy issues. The issue
of pardon for those with undesirable discharges is one to be raised by
the Chairman with the President's Counsel, and with the President. Your
report mistates the issue because the President has already approved the
Board's position. At issue is an effort to reverse this decision.
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The Chairman also believes that your observations with respect to .
alternative service do not bear upon Clemency Board production and are
not properly a matter for OMB consideration.
II.

Board Staff Morale

Tqe Chairman and the Board staff very strongly agree with your
recommendation with respect to improving staff morale by means of visits
by the President and the Vice-President with the Clemency Board Staff.
We believe the morale of Board members is also an important issue and
that Board members should have more visible signs of the Presidential
priority that attaches to their functions. We believe the President
should meet the new Board members as he did with the original nine and
that other signs of the Presidential priority be made evident to them.
Our comments on the budget discuss one important element of this.
III.

Additional Staffing
(a)

Interns

We disagree most strongly with your recommendation that a
total of 100 interns be the full measure of additional professional
assistance to the Board. We believe that the staff must be increased
by•another 100 interns for the following reasons:
We believe that your production estimates are optimistic.
While we will make every effort to meet these goals, if in the
future, your assumptions prove incorrect, or our efforts
unsuccessful, we will be less able to secure additional professional
help we need at that later point. The availability of law students
effectively ends when they leave law school in the coming days for
the summer recess.
Should your estimates prove accurate, th~ addtional 100 interns
will provide a pool which we can use to return full-time permanent
government attorneys to their home agencies. The result will be a
cost saving to the government of the difference between the salary
of a GS-7 for three months, compared with that of a GS-12 or
better for the same period. There is an additional saving of
federal employee benefits which summer law interns are not
entitled to receive.
The additional 100 interns will provide a pool of talent which will
enable us to replace low productivity full-time government attorneys.
Finally, the Defense Department has not been able to produce on
schedule their complement of 100 interns. Should a substantial
number of them not appear, or should they report at delayed
intervals over the next 30 days, the full effectiveness of their
100 interns will be lost. We have identified fully 300 law students
within the Washington area who are available on a few days notice.

•.
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Because of the open commitment of the Department to their
group, the Board needs authority to make commitments to
an additional 100 to meet this difficulty.
(b)

Clerical Support

We agree with your recommendation that an additional 50
clerical personnel must report immediately. We have already identified a
clerical shortage that these fifty will remedy. Of course, we will need
an additional clerical support to provide assistance for the interns, whatever their number may be.
IV.

Senior General Manager

We understand your proposal to be that we designate an individual
in our existing staff who will be responsible for legal production-that is, from the receipt of a file by an attorney through presentation
of the case to the Board. We have designated the Deputy General Counsel
(Robert A. Knisely) to assume this function as his exclusive responsibility,
beginning Thursday, May 15.
We disagree with your recommendation that a GS-16 Administrator
be appointed from outside the present staff to supervise budget, personnel,
offibe services and administrative production. Of these functions, the
only one bearing on production is the last--administrative production. Our
present Administrator, Ms. Handwerger, will continue to supervise all these
functions, with special emphasis on administrative production. The other
functions of budget, Executive Secretary, office services, and personnel
are being handled by capable people reporting to Ms. Handwerger or to
the Executive Secretary.
We agree that steps should be taken to locate an individual to be
in charge of legal production should that become necessary in three weeks.
However, we must note that an individual reporting after the first week
in June will require a period of time to familiarize himself with his functions
before he becomes effective. We have serious doubts whether any individual
at that point will have time enough left until Augus·t 1 to perform his function
successfully. We have similar feelings about the selection of a new GS-16
Administrator for that side of their production process.
V.

Quality Control

We agree that we will begin to phase down the resources we are now
devoting to quality control as our action attorneys become more experienced
and as our new interns are trained.
We have serious doubts about the efficacy of your proposal to
reorganize quality control, placing it in the line function responsible to
team leaders. We hope to discuss with your team in the next few days the reason
for the suggestion, and why you believe it will have a direct bearing on production.
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VI:

Budget

You recommend that we submit revised budget figures to OMB. We
believe that an adjustment should be made to the budget estimates we
submitted at least a month ago. However, we are very strongly of the
opinion that OMB must approve the budget immediately. We are in especial
agreement with you that the Board be granted authority to commit money
directly for special emergency needs without seeking OMB approval for
these details.
In addition to your recommendation for improving staff morale,
we believe attention should be paid to Board morale. We urge that
OMB approve items in the budget which we proposed for improving Board and
staff working facilities. We proposed $25,000 for Class "A" accommodations
for Board meeting rooms and offices and $20,000 for higher ~ality office
partitions to improve staff working conditions. OMB has disapproved
these proposals because it deems them frivolous. We believe them important
to Board and staff morale. They will, of course, become available for other
government uses on September 16.
VII.

Issues for Immediate OMB Action
1.

As discussed above, we need immediate authority to hire 200 interns
because of their imminent unavailability.

2.

The clerical tap should go out not later than Monday because we
are presently experiencing typing and xeroxing and other support
backlogs which interfere with present production levels.

3.

Despite many weeks of effort by the Clemency Board and the attention
given to this problem by OMB staff, a position has not yet been
found for Gretcehn Handwerger. Your interim report stressed this
point but no action has been taken on it. Ms. Handwerger's
temporary employment terminates c.o.b. May 16, 1975. She
has already suffered the inconvenience and hardship of being
unemployed in her first weeks with the Board. She is qualified
under Civil Service Regulation for a GS-16/3.

4.

Your recommendation to freeze details, provide parking expenses,
compensatory time, overtime, leave protection, and temporary
promotions during the detail should be implemented as quickly
as possible to assist the Board in maintaining staff morale as
we increase our demands on their productivity.

5.

An amount should be authorized to meet emergency expenses that occur

in the immediate future.

.
i.

'

'
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMEi~T OF JUSTICE
LAW ENF'ORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADl\UNISTRATION
OFFICE OF TH£ DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20530

May 16, 1975

MEMORANDUM
TO

Paul H. O'Neill
Deputy Director
Office of Management'and Budget

FROM:

Charles R. Work CE.,. .\..:.,_,
Chairman
Interagency Team to Survey
the Presidential Clemency Board

The Interaqencv Team to Survev the Presidential Clemency
Board was commissioned to examine the overall operation
of the Board and to make recommendations for remedial
action. The general finding of the Survey Team is that
the many institutional problems which confront the Board
are severe.
It is the judgment of the Survey Team that
without major policy, organizational and procedural
alterations, the satisfactory performance of the Board
is doubtful. Speed, force and competence in implementing the thrust of the Survey Team's recommendations,
(outlined below and developed in detail in the attached
report) are paramount.
The recommendations of the Survey Team fall into six
broad areas of consideration:

"-~---

A.

Major Policy Issues

B.

General Management within the Presidential
Clemency Board

c.

The Role of the Clemency Board

D.

Case Processing

E.

The Rple of the Action Attorney

F.

Quality Control
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In the area of Major Policy Issues, the Survey Team
has only "red-flagged" for your attention the following
issues which we believe merit your immediate consideration:
1.

The issue of Presidential Pardons for former
members of the Armed Services with undesirable
discharges.

2.

The fact that even if the Clemency Board
completes disposition of its present caseload by September 15, 1975, there will be a
limited workload carry-over beyond that date.

In each of the other areas·~utlined above, the Survey
Team has made specific recommendations designed to
improve the overall operation of the Board. The major
recommendations of the report are as follows:

*

1.

The current Deputy General Counsel of the
Board should develop by May 23, 1975, a plan
for implementing the thrust of the recommendations of the Survey Team.

2.

The OMB should extend the life of the Survey
Team until June 6, 1975, in order to monitor
and report on the progress of the Deputy
General Counsel in directing the implementation plan.

3.

The OMB should assign a.n experienced senior
federal manager at the GS-16 level to act as
head of the administrative side of the
orga:t;lization.

4.

As to personnel needed to get the job done by
September 15, 1975, OMB should (a) initiate
immediately an additional tap for 50 clerical
personnel; {b) provide for 100 summer legal
interns*; and (c) es·tablish a retention poli~y
to continue all personnel currently assigned
to the OMB.

5.

The CB should integrate its Quality Control
function with the Action Attorney team function.
Td' the maximum extent possible, present Quality
Control attorneys_should be Action Attorneys.

c":.
The Staff of the Clemency Board believes that an / ,,..-"'·~
<((,· ' . ''D
(Q
additional 100 legal interns over and above our
recommendation should be authorized. The Survey j..;c
", C'::.
Team aisagrees with that proposal at this time.
;l

-..!

(;"
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6.

In order to emphasize the clemency program
as a Presidential program of high national
priority, at an early occasion, the
President or Vice President should meet with
the entire CB staff.

The foregoing recommendations along with those contained
in the body of the report are basically a collection of
measures to alleviate a serious problem with respect
to the production caseload of the CB. The important
point is the necessity of forging a commitment to
implement the essence of these measures quickly and
comprehensively.
In conclusion, the Survey Team believes that it is
necessary to emphasize that many of the problems being
experienced by the Clemen9y Board are not unique to
that organization but are similar to problems experienced
by many new, high priority federal agencies. By separate
memorandum to you, the members of the Survey Team will
address what they believe the Federal Government under
OMB's leadership should do to avoid the mistakes that
are frequently made in organizing new, high priority
federal agencies. The record of extremely critical
start-up (as well as phase-down) problems as evidenced
in this survey can be avoided with some advanced planning,
capitalizing on the recent experiences of the Economic
Stabilization Program, the Federal Energy Administration
and the Clemency Board.
We would be happy to discuss with you our findings
and recommendations at your convenience.

REPORT OF THE
INTERAGENCY TEAM TO
SURVEY THE
PRESIDENTIAL CLEMENCY BOARD

May 16, 1975

I.

INTRODUCTION
on May 9, 1975, an Interagency Team (see
Appendix A) was established by OMB at the request
of the President to survey the Presidential
Clemency Board (CB). The Team was asked to
review organization, management, staffing and
case processing procedures with the specific
objective of identifying changes that could be
implemented rapidly in order to aid the CB in
meeting the President's deadline for Board
resolution of the existing case workload by
September 15, 1975. Interim recommendations
were provided by the Team to the Deputy Director
of OMB on May 13 (see Appendix B).
The Team accepted the following as basic
working assumptions:

*

There was an approximate workload of
20,000 cases.

*

September 15 was the deadline to complete
all case processing work.

*

Given the present case workload, time
constraints, and organization of the
CB any recommendations of the Team
would have to address the realities
of the present CB situation.

*

Team recommendations or modifications
for improving staff productivity and
processing procedures should not result
in a decrease of the stringent quality
control instituted by the CB.

Since January 1975, the CB has witnessed a
dramatic increase in the number of applications
for clemency which it must review and process.
Applications have increased from an initial workload of approximately 850 cases in January to
19,500. This increase has been due in large
part to the very active role which the CB has
played in soliciting applications to the program
as well as to the extension of the application
submission deadline first to March 1, 1975 and
then later to March 31, 1975. The Board of the
CB has disposed of 840 individual cases, as of
the date of this report.
'------

·· ...
<._.·
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It should be noted that the CB has gone
from an initial staff of eight to its present
complement of slightly over 400 in a very
short period of time. This large infusion
of staff into CB operations has contributed
significantly to many of the present administrative problems facing the CB staff.
During the last seven days, the Survey
Team has examined the CB organization, management, staffing and case processing procedures.
In particular, the Team focused on the following
areas for this revie\.,r:

*
*

Major Policy Issues

*

The Role and Function of the Board

*

Case Processing

*

The Role of the Action Attorney

*

The Role of Quality Control

General Management

From the outset, the OMB and CB staff~ were
most cooperative in providing briefings and
requested information to the Team as well as
candid observations on existing operational
difficulties. The Team was able to complete
its review in a brief period because of the
valuable assistance provided by OMB and CB staff.
In summary, the organizational, policy and
process changes recommended by the Survey Team
represent a balanced package,the thrust of which
must be implemented in a very timely fashion, in
order to be effective in resolving the problems
which now confront the Presidential Clemency Board.
The following report specifies actions which
either the CB management should take or the OMB
should take in support of the Board, in some
cases suggesting the timing for individual actions.
Nany of the actions involved fundamental realignments and alterations (in organization, policy or
procedure) of the current situation and by thei~,,.
nature require very strong management to bring'' '~;,,
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to fruition.
In consequence of this situation
the survey Team has recommended that OMB extend
the existence of the Team through July 6, 1975
to both assist the CB in initiating the steps
to effect the recommended changes and to assure,
through oversight, that the steps are carried
out promptly and with the intended effect.
Study Approach
The approach to the study was as follows:

*

Orientation briefing by OMB and CB
staff.

*

Review existing documentation prepared
by OMB and CB.
Interview key OMB and CB personnel and
pertinent members of their staffs to
gather information on:
existing case processing procedures;
general management issues;
case presentation procedures to
the Board;
unresolved policy issues;
CB quality control procedures.

Arrangement of the Report
Following this introductory section, the report
has been arranged into six additional sections:
II

Major Policy Issues

III

General Management Within the Presidential
Clemency Board

IV

The Role of the Clemency Board

V

Case Processing

VI

The Role of the Action Attorney

VII

Quality Control

<;

-~\

..

r.O
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The following appendices to the report have
been included:
A)

Interagency Team Composition

B)

Memorandum from Charles Work, Chairman,
to Paul O'Neill, Deputy Director, Office
of Management and Budget re: Interim
Recommendations on the Presidential
Clemency Board

C)

Suggested Organization Charts (3)

D)

Panel Decision Time Analysis

E)

Workload Calculations

F)

Suggested Team Organization
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II.

MAJOR POLICY ISSUES
A.

Pardons FOr Those With Undesirable Discharges
This is a major policy issue which we
believe has the potential for seriously hampering the clemency program if it is not
resolved at the earliest possible date.
Serious disagreement has apparently arisen
between the CB on the one hand and the DOD
and the DOJ on the other over the CB position
that it can recommend Presidential pardons
for certain former members of the armed services who have not been convicted by court
martial but were separated from the service
administratively with an undesirable discharge.
As of this date, a recommendation to the
President on this matter from Mr. Philip w.
Buchen, Counsel to the President, is still
pending and as a result further executive
clemency actions are being delayed -- over
three hundred cases await White House decision.
We are "red flagging" this policy issue
because we believe that a decision on this
matter must be made as soon as possible in
order to clarify the issue for the CB and,
more importantly to eliminate this serious
impediment to the final disposition of the
great majority of executive clemency actions.
It also has a value to the CB staff in that
they need to see public evidence that their
work is being handled with dispatch at the
White House if they are to believe in the
importance of the September 15, 1975, date
for getting this job done.
Recornmenda tion
The issue of Presidential Pardons for
former members of the Armed Services vli th
undesirable discharges should be resolved
by Hay 23, 1975.
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B.

September 15 Carry-Over Workload
We believe the CB can get its job done by
September 15, 1975, if it adopts our Survey
Team recommendations. Even so, there will be
some carry-over workload, namely:
1.

Section 101.11 of their regulations provides
applicants a 30-day period after Board
notice in which to request reconsideration.
There is insufficient experience to date
with only 65 Presidential actions to estimate the number of reconsiderations although
we would expect them to run no more than a
few hundred at most.
In view of the fact
that Board and Presidential decisions will
probably continue to September 15, reconsideration under the present regulations
will be permitted until October 15, 1975.

2.

There undoubtedly will be several hundred
or more "lost cases" in which the search
for a service file or the reconstruction
of a file which has been inadvertently
destroyed prevents the CB staff from completing its work by September 15.

Recommendation
CB in consultation with OMB should prepare
plans for the carry .... over workload so·that a decision how this will be handled can be made by
the White House by June 30, 1975. One of the
options to be considered is the delegation of
the staff work for civilian cases to the Pardon
Attorney at DOJ and the military cases to the
appropriate Judge Advocate General at DOD with
case disposition continuing under the CB as long
as it exists.

c.

Alternative Service
Based on case decision experience through
May 10, 1975, a substantial percentage of the
applicants will be required to perform a period
of alternative service with this period being
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either three of six months in most cases.
CB staff expressed a concern that given general
conditions, the Selective Service will have
difficulty locating public service jobs for
those individuals who registered for alternative
service. They also believe the Clemency Board
has a responsibility to monitor the alternative
service requirement. This view is not shared
by the Director of Selective Service and Execu~
tive Order 11804 clearly supports his view.
Regarding availability of public service
jobs, Selective Service is reasonably confident
that they can locate satisfactory alternative
service jobs for those individuals who are
willing to meet their obligation. They point
to their success in the early seventies of
having 10,000 to 12,000 conscientious objectors
at work at any one time and their recent record
of placing over 1,200 of the 4,500 military
desertees who have enrolled with Selective
Service.
Recommendation
1.

The Director of Selective Service should
be requested by OMB to provide a special
report by August 15 of their experience
in locating alternative service positions
for those individuals who have reported
to their offices.

2.

CB should institute regular reports to
Selective Service regarding Panel/Board
case disposition so that the Service can
plan for the number of alternative service
positions they must provide.

'

·--!

I

~'
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III.

MANAGEMENT
A.

Senior Manager
The Survey Team believes the Clemency
Board needs to have a production oriented manager
who can recognize and take action on all bottlenecks in the process without impairing but in
fact enhancing the quality of the action attorneys work. We have considered two options:
1.

Immediately place a senior General Manager
into their structure who reports to the
General Counsel but who is the chief operating official leaving the chief policy
role to the General Counsel.

2.

Divide the current organization so that
the current Deputy General Counsel in effect
becomes the Deputy General Counsel for
Operations with responsibility for case
summary preparation by the teams, training,
quality control, production control and
policy and precedent analysis. Leaving all
other managerial functions--budget, personnel, space and equipment, records, correspondence, etc. -- to report to a new administrative head or a GS-16.
In this case we
would be freeing the Deputy General Counsel's
time to become the core, key production
manager for the organization.

The debate on these options must necessarily
take into account the current set of relationships and personal confidences that the senior
staff of the CB have developed with each other
over the last seven months. The organization is
at a critical point and a major interruption in
relationships could prove counter-productive.
Recommendations
1.

Effective no later than Hay 23, OHB should
assign an experienced senior federal manager
at the GS-16 level to CB to act as head of
their administration consistent with option
nu~~er two above.
(See Appendix C)
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B.

2.

Effective immediately, the current Deputy
General Counsel should become the chief
operating official for production with
immediate responsibility to develop by
May 23, 1975, a plan for implementing the
recommendations of the Survey Team and
such other organizational and operational
changes as required to assure maximum
operational efficiency.

3.

The OMB should extend the life of the ~urvey
Team until June 6, 1975, in order to review
and report on the progress of the Deputy
General Counsel in directing the implementa~
tion plan. Specifically, by June 6, the
Survey Team should evaluate and report, with
remedial suggestions, to the CB Chairman
and Deputy Director, OMB, on the progress
of the CB in implementing corrective actions.

Morale
Essential to the achievement of the workload
objective is maintaining and building a strong
sense of teamwork and high morale. Various
factors appear to be working in that direction:

*

Presidential program of high national
visibility

*

Well known and respected Chairman who
is a personal friend of the President

*

Backbone of staff are professional
attorneys who have interest and pride
in quality of their analysis

*

General condition of high spirit and
optimism generated by senior staff in
their leadership roles~

However, assimilating detailees, many of
whom did not "volunteer" for this assignment,
from various federal agencies with likely
interruptions to family vacation plans is a
severe test to any set of managers.
In view
of this, the Survey Team believes the following
set of recommendations are important to the
success of this effort.
\'" .· · · ,·
"<-··

/

~-"'~

'
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Reco;mmendation

C.

1.

The Chairman must take time to become
known to the staff at all levels.

2.

The Board members should individually
praise the staff as evidence of quality
work and outstanding production by Teams
become known to them.

3.

At an early occasion, the President or.
Vice-President should meet with the
entire CJ staff.

4.

OMB should impose upon all contributing
agencies a liberal set of rules for all
CB employees regarding reimbursement for
parking, overtime payment and/or compensatory leave, extention of lost leave into
FY 76 and any other personnel inconveniences that are·likely to become matters
of irritation as the summer progresses.
A clear measure of liberality on the part.
of agencies is imperative. Simply developing
a standard set of policies which represent
the lowest common denominator of participating agency policies will be inadequate.

5.

The CB staff should be immediately advised
that personal vacation plans will not be
considered until after August 1, 1975.

Team Leaders/Assistant Team Leaders
The front-line supervision of the action
attorneys is critical in terms of both quality
and quantity of work. There is no time to
develop and train Team Leaders or Assistant
Team Leaders. They will either prove they
can perform in a week or two or have to be
replaced.
There .is considerable evidence
within the existing Teams as to what this means
v1i th one Team already producing 12 cases per
week per attorney.
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Reconunendation
The Deputy General Counsel should adopt a
philosophy of replacing promptly Team Leaders
or Assistant Team Leaders if production goals
and quality standards are notmet. By the
same token, this type of action should not be
reflected in the permanent records of these
employees because the CB workload environment
is in no way a fair judgement over the longer
term of an individual's supervisory capacity.
It is just that this job does not permit CB
management any time for "developing" supervisory skills.
D.

Fund Availability and Authority for Minor
Expenditures
There are several uncertainties regarding
the allocation from the President's Unanticipated Personnel Needs Fund. The FY 1975 allocation is $185,000 with a request for an additional
$55,000 pending in OMB. Discussions regarding
FY 1976 fund availability through September 15,
1975, have not led to a firm planning figure
although OMB indicated a possible allocation of
$300,000. In addition it appears that·CB does
not have the authority for obligating funds for
emergency services or supplies.
Reconunendation
CB should present revised FY 1975 and FY 1976
expense estimates to OMB by May 23, 1975, so that
011B can respond the following week with a firm
allocation for FY 1975 and a planned availability
for FY 1976. In addition, OMB should resolve
questions regarding CB's obligation authority
for emergency or minor services and supplies by
.Hay 23, 1975.

,.

·.·
__

.
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IV.

THE CLEMENCY BOARD
It is evident that Chairman Goodell has done
a commendable job in leading the Board through a
number of critical phases in its existence. The
public education campaign undertaken by the original
members of the Board was successful in increasing
the number of applicants from 850 in January to
19,500 by the end of March. This was an outstanding contribution in keeping with the intent
of the President in creating the clemency program.
The Board feels that individual case decision
by panels of Board members is basic to the discharge of their responsibilities and they are
prepared to devote the necessary time to do this.
The Chairman's plan is to operate with an
18 member Board (the original nine members with
one replacement and nine relatively new members).
If the decision workload clusters in such a way
that he needs additional Board Panels of three
members each, he is prepared to quickly appoint
additional members.
Of the present Board members, three are
clearly part-time but one of those has asked to
be replaced. Once that is done the Chairman has
a total of 16 members who are prepared to \vork
full-time beginning June lst on deciding cases.
Y.Ti th that availability, he should have no trouble
manning four 3 member decision panels every work
day and going to five if need be. The Survey
Team's analysis, based in part on the Chairman's
judgment, which is included as Appendix B, shows
that Panel decision workload should not be a
barrier.
For the Panels to do their job, we are
making a number of assumptions and a number of
recommendations. The assumptions are:

1.

Referrals to the full Board will be
relatively few. On May 8 and 9, with
ne'tv members participating for the
first time, there were 24 referrals
out of 363 cases reviewed.
However,
14 of the 25 were on one issue from
one panel and that issue in terms of
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general policy was resolved by the
full Board the following day. As
the Board spells out policy during
the remainder of May and early in
June, the necessity for referrals to
the full Board should reduce to a
trickle during the summer. This is
the view of the Chairman.
Note:
In Part VII, Quality Control,
we recommend the addition of a policy/
precedent function under the Deputy
General Counsel for Operations. This
function will not only assist the staff
by giving them prompt feedback of Panel
and Board policy and "style" developments, but should assist the Chairman
in determining when referrals of a
certain type need a general policy
resolution. The emphasis at the full
Board has to be on generating policy
guidance for its members as they
function on decision panels and for
the staff and not on individual case
review.
2.

Reconsideration workload will not be a
significant workload factor.
There may
be a tendency for the Board to want to
hear all reconsiderations as an 18 member body and that should be avoided.
If time permits, a better investment
of their time in the Survey Team's judgment would be to elevate all Panel "no
clemency" decisions to the full Board
for review.

Our reco:mrnendations are discussed in the following subsections of this Part.
A.

Post Audit of Panel Decisions
With a workload of this magnitude and as _
many as ten relatively new members, the Panels
are bound to make individual case decisions
occasionally which are inconsistent with the
vast majority of decisions they have made on
similar cases. Already, the Chairman and
General Counsel receive staff analyses and the
mitigating and aggravating factors as to those

14
decisions which appear to be outside the
normal distribution. Thus far, the Chairman has individually re-reviewed those
cases and already has taken 25 back for
Board re-revie"tv.
Recommendation

1.

A policy/precedent function should
be established to perfect and perform this post audit of panel
decisions~

2.

The Chairman should obtain Board
approval by the end of May for
instituting this system with understanding that a small percentage
of cases will be returned to Panels
for re-revie\v.
Note: The recommendations for
add1ng an entry on the case summary
for "Board Precedent for Disposition"
under Part VI, ACTION ATTORNEYS,
should also help assure consistency
of decisions by the four or five
panels.

B.

Docketing of Cases before Panels
The critical factor in meeting the
September 15 deadline is the time of the
Action Attorneys and their immediate supervisors. Although some time for new staff can
be justified for training and orientation
purposes, the number of action attorneys
"cooling their heels" waiting for the Panel
to hear their cases must approximate zero if
this job is to get done. That is currently
not the case and the Board members have not
been sensitized to this.
The major burden, however, lies with the
CB staff in scheduling and controlling this . ,c ''
activity although they will need the full
cooperation of Panel Chairmen every step of
the way.
For example, once the schedule of
cases batched by Action Attorney is posted
for each Panel then it is critical that each
Panel meet for scheduled time periods. One

!
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or more Panels deciding to meet at hours
"more convenient to their individual members"
will invalidate every time factor we have
put into this report and would make it
impossible for the CB General Counsel to
even figure out how many people he would
need to meet such an unpredictable workload.
Recommendation

c.

1.

CB staff develop system for docketing
cases before individual panels that
permits each Action Attorney to
present all of his or her cases
that are-ready for disposition that
week (or that can be handled by the
Panel that week) during: (a) one
continuous time period on one day
and (b) before one Panel only. This
should permit an Action Attorney to
plan his or her work effectively so
that once they have refreshed their
memory about an individual case
they do not have to repeat that
process a week or two later.

2.

Chairman should instill in Board
members generally and Panel Chairmen specifically the importance of
protecting Action Attorney time.
Both Chairman and General Counsels
of Panels will need to be continuously
alert and phone Assistant Team
Leaders when delays are developing
on Panel dockets.

General Counsel's Role At Panel
The role of General Counsel at Panel
Hearings is currently being performed by Team
Leaders or Assistant Team Leaders. This is
the wrong application of these key supervisors
time given the workload. Our recommendation
for production per attorney plus holding professional attorneys accountable - once trained for the accuracy/quality of their work require
that the Team Leaders at all levels devote
their time to being supervisors.
It does
appear that the impartial, technical expertis~
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of a more experienced attorney is needed
as Panels deliberate. Come June 1st when
four panels will be meeting continuously,
this General Counsel function essentially
becomes a full-time job for four (occasionally five) experienced attorneys.
Recommendation
Effective June 1st, Team Leaders and
Assistant Team Leaders should no longer
serve as General Counsels at Panels. Four
experienced attorneys, under the Deputy
General Counsel, should be designated to
serve in this important role so that the
Team Leaders can devote their time to
supervision. Four experienced attorneys
advising the panels on a continuous basis
should also facilitate the objective of
consistent decisions on the part of the
Panels.
D.

Recording Panel Decisions
It appears that the recording of Panel
dispositions is currently being done by the
Chairman of the Panel, the General Counsel
and by two executive secretariat staff
members.
Recommendation
Effective June 1st, the responsibility
for recording Panel dispositions should be
placed primarily on the General Counsel with
the secondary verification done by the
Chairman who will undoubtedly want to do
this anyway for his personal assurance.
CB staff should incorporate in the policy/
precedent function the responsibility to
take the General Counsel's disposition
sheets at the close of each day and run
a 100% verification against the Chairman's
records 9n the day following a Panel meeting
so that any discrepancies can be resolved
by the Chairman and the General Counsel of
that Panel within 24 hours.
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V.

PROCESSING
A.

Staffing Requirements
Included under processing are the
activities beginning with the receipt of
an application and ending with final case
disposition and action by the President.
The principal activities are logging,
securing case records from various locations,
case preparation, quality control, board
action and file disposition.· Without
question, the critical path leading to
final case disposition is case preparation
by the action attorney. The key issue is
the rate at which action attorneys can
prepare cases for action by the Board.
Although the preparation of cases has barely
begun at the CB, the amount of time it takes
to process a case is known today and substantial improvement is evident as the
action attorney gains experience. The
projected size of the staff of the CB are
extremely sensitive to the production rates
achieved by the action attorneys since they
comprise the largest component of the staff
and all other staffing requirements are
derivatives of this component.
The case load is bounded in the lower
limit by the number of bonafide applications
logged in and in the upper limit by the
applications logged plus the number of
written and verbal applications which have
not matured to a point where they may be
considered as bonafide applications. These
values are 15,484 and 21,175, respectively.
On the basis of experienced maturing rates
for imcomplete applications, a case load of
19,500 is set as the most probable case load
and it is this value which CB planning and
estimates for staffing are based. With
approximately 840 cases completed by the
Board at this point, 18,660 remain to be
processed between the week of May 12 and
the week ending August 1. The current CB
estimate for staffing indicates that 528
professionalcand 264 supporting personnel,
totaling 792, are required to get the job
done. This estimate is based on a learning

\
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period for each action attorney of four
weeks at which point a maximum production
rate of eight cases per week is achieved
on the average, This maximum rate is
reduced to five per week during the first
week of June when daily panel meetings
begin, on the assumption that a significant
portion of the action attorney's time will
be spent in presenting cases to the panels.
Based on the Team's discussions with ·
Team Leaders, Assistant Team Leaders,
quality control people and numerous action
attorneys, it is felt that the CB estimates
are extremely conservative and that
significantly higher production rates are
possible. Based on the assessment of the
situation, it is estimated that an average
production rate of ten cases per week can
be achieved and that during the periods of
intense panel activity a rate of eight cases
per week can be maintained. With these
production rates, the requirements for professional staff would be 322, with clerical
support of 161 for a total CB staff of 483.
The table below summarizes the CB estimates
and the Survey Team's workload analysis.

CB Estimate

Survey Team's
Workload
Analysis

Action Attorney

305

195

Quality Control

122

40

Supervision

61

47

Central Staff

40

40

Total

528

322

Support

264

161

Total CB Staffing

792

483

1235

. t
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In terms of total numbers, the assumed
staffing commitment to CB appears more than
adequate but there is some skill imbalance
between professional and clerical support.
The CB is at present experiencing a very
serious clerical personnel deficit. This
deficit could become quite critical if the
case processing recommendations included in
this report were to be implemented. The
present professional to clerical ratio for
the CB was developed on a ratio of 3 to 1.
Case typing backlogs are already beginning
to develop. This situation will become
even more critical as case preparation is
accelerated by the development of improved
case processing procedures, the stabilization
of existing detailed personnel and the concorrmitment increase in case attorney proauctivity through increased experience on
the job. See Appendix E for overall workforce calculation.
The Survey Team's proposed staffing
recommendation f9r the CB is developed on
the following table:
Proposed Staffing
On board Hay l
Plus: Legal Interns
Clerical

408

+ 100

+ 50

Total Staffing For CB

558

Survey Team's Workload
Analysis

483

Contingency Factor

75

Given the priority attached to this effort
and the fact that workload will peak at times,
this 75 person overage appears reasonable.
Recommendation
1)

OMB should direct a program for

obtaining 100 summer legal interns
for case processing with such
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staff in pla.ce ·by May 30. · This
amends our May i3~ 1975 interim
recommendation which called for
100 interns in addition to the
100 DeD is providing as replacements for the 50 DoD attorneys
currently assigned to the CB.
(The CB h~s indicated that they
disagree with this recommendation
of the Survey Team. The CB
estimates that they will need at ,
least 200 summer interns rather
than the 100 interns which the
Survey Team recommends.)

B.

2)

OMB should tap Federal agencies
for an additional 50 clerical
persons of whom·at least 10 should
be in the GS-6 through 8 range
by May 30.

3)

OMB should issue, by May 23, a
retention policy applying to all
Federal employees presently
detailed to CB which holds these
employees in place until the
August 1, 1975 case summary workload is met. Any exception to this
policy should be of an urgent nature
and replacements provided by contributing agencies two weeks before
·departures of an experienced staff
member.

4)

CB should provide detailed weekly
personnel reports to OMB showing:
personnel authorized, accessions,
and returns that week, a comparison
of the professional and clerical
staff totals to the preceding weeks'
totals, by contributing agencies.

Production Control

~<:.··
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The Survey Team· is impressed with the
attempts by the CB staff to identify each
step of production. Also, a surprising amount
of·work has been done on productivity and
this has put the CB in a strong position now
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to measure very closely the performance
of each team and each action attorney.
This information has proven invaluable
not only in translating current and
projected workload into staffing requirements but also in increasing productivity.
The Team does have a concern, however,
that an integrated production control
system is not on line. There is not
today a clear understanding of the pipeline inventory at each major stop in the
process. This is essential if workload
is to be expedited through backlog management and timeline controls. For example,
it is obvious that the concentration of
effort of the teams is in preparing cases
to the point of submission to quality
control--at which time a case is considered
a unit produced--and attention turns back
to getting other cases "produced." The
result is that a backlog of cases in the
final preparation stage exists and is growing.
Although this results in higher production,
this backlog must be managed and it is our
feeling that additional clerical support
is needed to take cases to final without
turning attention away from case preparation.
Although several organizational configurations
are workable, i t seems important to have a
small but separate unit reporting to the
Deputy General Counsel whose principal
~-- . _
function would be production control on a /'\\.,toN,.
day-to-day basis.
,/~'J
·
Recommendation
The Deputy General Counsel should place
heavy reliance on his production control
function for collecting status data and
monitoring production on a day-to-day basis.

c.

Front End Processing
There are several real and potential
major problems in front end processing
{logging applications, completing information
on applications, and records). Already 15,484
applications have been logged. An additional
2,300 telephone applications have not been
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followed up by the applicant in writing
and approximately 3,000 incomplete written
inquiries represent other possible eligibles.
It is not expected that all of the latter
two categories will be eligible, and some
discount based on experience has been applied
to arrive at the working case load of 19,500.
It is our understanding that after considerable delay follow-up letters will be
sent this week to those who have not submitted
complete applications with a deadline of
June 1st for receipt of properly prepared
forms. While no further action is indicated,
at this time, some thinking must be done soon
about the disposition of cases in which a
response is not received by June 1st. This
has been identified as a possible carry-over
workload.
Of the 15,484 applications logged in,
14,545 have been sent to the records section
to secure personnel files and other needed
records. At this point, 12,170 records have
been ordered. The balance, 2,375, represents
mainly applications which do not contain
sufficient information to order records. We
understand that follow-up letters on these
cases will also be sent out this week in
an attempt to complete these applications.
These cases also represent potential carryover, possibly raising that workload to
above 7,000 cases. Of the total files
requested, approximately 10,000 have been /~~~,·-::-;,, .
received, with approximately 6,000 assigne~~
·
to attorneys and approximately 3,200 will
be assigned to action attorney~ as records~~
of trial are received.
\.
'
There are serious problems with respect
to cases involving military trial records.
CB estimates that approximately 40% of the
military cases involve BCD's or DO's,
necessitating the review of a trial record.
Personnel records are ordered from St. Louis
and are received within 10 to 14 days. For
cases involving BCD's and DD's, requests
cannot be made for the record of trial until
receipt of the personnel file from St. Louis.

1:
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We understand that this is necessary since
sufficient identifying information is not
available on the application and must be
extracted from the personnel file. Another
10 to 14 days are consumed awaiting records
of trials which means that in these kinds
of cases, it takes approximately four weeks
to complete the case file. Although all
trial records are kept in Suitland, Maryland,
they must be requested from the Navy Yard
for Navy and Marine applicants, from the
Forrestal Building for Air Force applicants,
and from the NASSIF Building for Army
applicants.
In each center, the CB request is.
handled only as a "routine request" for
military personnel and trial records. Given
the priority of the President's Clemency
Program such delays caused by the routine
handling of requests is simply unacceptable.
Recommendation
The OMB in concert with the CB should
direct the DoD and the GSA to give a "high
priority" status including the assignment
of additional personnel to all requests for
military personnel files and court martial
trial records originating from the CB.

D.

Final File Disposition

~:·.;
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~
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A plan must be prepared to provide for
an orderly and timely return of the case
files to the originating agencies and the
disposal by destruction or archival storage
of the Presidential Clemency Board internal
records. The problem with regard to the
return of the case files stems from a lack
of guidance to the action attorneys and the
record section concerning the necessary final
processing of the files.
The staff of the Presidential Clemency
Board must act quickly to prepare a final
file disposition plan. They must advise all
action attorneys that once a file has been

c~
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reviewed by the pariel or Board and no
appeal is likely the attorney must strip
the file of all extraneous mate~ial. A
decision must be made and the action
attorneys informed about which material
will remain in the file so that no reprocessing of files is necessary to satisfy
records disposition requirements. Additionally,
a decision must be made by the CB after
discussions with the file originating
agencies as to what if any indication
there will be in the individual's return
file that that person's case was reviewed
by the Presidential Clemency Board.
After the above decisions are made,
files can be processed by the action attorneys,
retained by the records section for the
requisite thirty days after a decision by
the Board for an appeax to be made and
then returned to the agencies. A proper
system must exist containing file and court
record numbers plus their location for the
retrieval of these files if at any time a
question is raised on the case.
Recommendation
A plan should be prepared for the orderly
disposal of the internal records of the
Presidential Clemency Board. A working
agreement should be reached with National
Archives to guide the Presidential Clemency
Board in the determination of which records
must be kept and which ca~ be destroyed.
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VI.

ACTION ATTORNEYS
A.

Organization and Completeness of Case Files
Case files assigned to action attorneys by
the Records Unit often are· incomplete and/or in
a state of disarray. This causes the action
attorney assigned to the case to lose valuable
processing time in organizing materials in the
files and, where necessary, in attempting to
augment that material sufficiently to permit
completion of a case summary.
Recommendation
CB policy should be announced that a case
file will not be turned over by the Records Unit
to an action attorney until it is properly
organized and is as complete as possible.
Further, action attorneys should be instructed
to prepare case summaries on the basis of the
files submitted to them and to limit their
efforts to obtain additional case material to
telephone calls or letters to clarify essential
matters.

B.

Use of Standard Forms
Action attorneys all use a standard form
for recording aggravating and mitigating circumstances, but use a variety of forms for preparation of the case summary proper. Several
proposals to standardize the case summary forms
have been studied by CB staff, but no decision
has been made. Use of a standard form should
shorten learning time and save time in preparation of summaries.
Recommendation
CB should implement use of a standard form
for case summaries by May 23.

C.

Citing Board Precedents
Writing of case summaries day after day is
a dull and frustrating experience, particularly
for attorneys who are accustomed to more dynamic
activity. Much of the work does not require an
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attorney's expertise. Morale building incentives are considered vital to maintain the
production efficiency of the AA's. The action
attorney should be permitted to participate in
the disposition of each case by making a recommendation as to the clemency to be granted, if
any. The Board is, however, known to be opposed
to receiving disposition recommendations from
the action attorney. An alternate incentive
for the AA would be to add a final line to the
case summary in which the AA would enter a
"Board Precedent for Disposition ... This would
serve to inform the Board of how it has acted
on similar cases previously presented and should
be of material assistance to the Board in
arriving at its decisions. Where the AA believes
there is no applicable precedent for disposition
of a particular case he should so indicate by
a statement such as "No Applicable Precedent
Found 11 •
The effectiveness of this new procedure
will depend upon the adequacy of records of past
Board actions on cases. The need for improvement
in recording Board precedents is discussed
elsewhere.
Recommendation
CB should add a final line to case summary:
"Board Precedent for Disposition ...
D.

Certifying Action Attorneys
It is standard policy at present for the
case summaries of all action attorneys to be
reviewed by Quality Control attorneys for changes
and corrections which they consider required.
Experience establishes that -some action attorneys
are so competent that their work needs little or
no review by Quality Control. It would save
processing time and would boost morale of action
attorneys for a policy to be established under
which action attorneys would be certified by
Team Leaders as qualified to complete case
summaries without review by Quality Control.
An acceptable alternative would be to have
Quality Control merely spot-check the work of
certified AA's.
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Recommendation
CB should consider implementing a policy
of certifying action attorneys.
E.

Integration of Quality Control with AA Teams
There are 50 attorneys in Quality Control
occupied with reviewing case summaries prepared
by AA's. The type of review accomplished by
Quality Control duplicates to a considerable
extent the review of case summaries accomplished
by AA team leaders and assistant team leaders.
Integration of the Quality Control function with
the AA team function would permit AA team leaders
to gain total control of processing of cases to
completion and make a more realistic production
unit possible.
(Refer to Section·VII, Quality
Control for further discussion and recommendations.)

F.

No-Jurisdiction Cases
Each team is identifying cases in which it
seems clear that the Board has no jurisdiction
to act on the particular application for clemency.
Because no policy has been established as to
disposition of these cases, they are accumulating
within the teams and there are approximately
200 such cases at present. It is believed that
these cases should be disposed of by Board action
so that it is clear that the applicants concerned
have received due process. Special sessions of
the Board, possibly acting in panels to dispose
of these cases would seem advisable.
Recommendation
The General Counsel should ensure that nojurisdiction cases are periodically disposed of
by the Board.

G.

Summer Legal Interns
A total of 100 legal interns is being
recruited for summer work with the Board; 12
have already reported. Some are being assigned
to non-legal duties. Legal interns could be
used initially to go through a case file and
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record personal data, circum.stances of the
offense (where applicable), applicant's background and similar data. The particularly completed case summary could then be turned over
to an action attorney who would, in exercising
his judgment as an attorney, complete the
summary by adding additional materials, possibly
including information obtained from the applicant by telephone.
Interns can also be phased
into writing complete summaries, subject to
review by an action attorney.
Interviews with
action attorneys indicate that an action attorney's output could be increased substantially
if legal interns were employed as indicated to
supplement the action attorneys.
Recommendation
Summer legal interns should be assigned
to teams to supplement the action attorney work
force.
H.

Reorganization of AA Teams
The AA teams should be organized to
reflect organizational and functional changes
recommended throughout this report. A chart
reflecting these recommended changes is
included in Appendix F.
Recommendation
The AA teams should be reorganized as soon
as possible in accordance with the chart
included in Appendix F.
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VII.

QUALITY CONTROL
The development of individual cases and the
case-by-case decision making by the CB panels/
board in simplest form is a quasi-judicial process
within which very critical decisions are made by
the members. These decisions literally can have a
permanent impact on the welfare, reputation, employability and social standing of the individual who has
petitioned for clemency.
In recognition of the
enormous imperative for quality and equity in
carrying out this analysis and decision process,
the CB, in its formative period, established an
extraordinary case development process. This was
done to provide maximum assurance that individual
cases were thoroughly developed, free of errors,
and therefore susceptible to the most informed
and equitable decision on the part of the panels/
board.
The particular approach referred to above
involves the development of individual cases by
an Action Attorney within the General Counsel
operational organization, which in turn is referred
to a separate "Quality Control" group that virtually re-processes by checking essentially every
detail of the "Case Summary" (the vehicle for presenting a case to the panel/board) . This was
appropriate in the initial period of the Board's
existence and can be credited with materially
upgrading the quality of the cases presented to
the panel/board for decision.
The Quality Control Unit consists of
approximately 50 attorneys in contrast with an
estimated 175 Action Attorneys who initially prepare
the cases for review by Quality Control. There
is, therefore, a ratio of slightly less than one
Quality Control review professional to three
Action At~orneys who originially prepare case
summaries.
The organization, systems, and processes of
the CB have matured and expanded rapidly in the
past one-month period to the extent that there is
a demonstrable increase in productivity and quality
of case work. The organization and staffing are
beginning to stabilize and the panel/board has
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demonstrated an ability to make reasonably
uniform decisions. ·The current process for
assuring a high quality of case work can be
characterized by the following observations:
0

Generally the Teams with the highest
production also have the lowest quality
control rejection rate.

0

The Teams that achieve high productivity
and quality are exercising internal
quality control through Assistant Team
Leaders.

0

A substantial amount of the defects found
by the Quality Control Unit are of a
cosmetic (i.e., format, numerical, consistency boiler plate nature} character and
take an inordinate amount of time to
reconcile between the Action Attorney and
Quality Control analysts. This is the
result of a combination of having two
different organizational units, a tendency
of these two individuals to debate over
minor points, a natural antipathy between
developer and reviewer (where frequently
the reviewer has no more experience or
absolute knowledge than the developer} ,
and some lack of overall agreement within
the organization as to the mandatory format
and content requirements of a case summary.

0

There is no systematic, uniform method of
feedback, visibility and understanding of
the policy and precedent implications of
decisions made by the panels/board. The
panel/board is in effect evolving "case
law" which over time strongly impacts the
approach to developing cases.

0

The Teams with the lowest productivity/
quality appear to be in that state from
a combination of inadequate internal
Quality Control at the Assistant Team
Leader level and an indeterminant combination of low motivation and weak supervision.
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0

The implicit and explicit success measure
for General Counsel Teams· is the rate at
which they produce cases for forwarding
to the Quality Control Unit. This in
subtle and direct ways places a much
higher value on simply "pushing out"
cases rather than the usual, traditional,
balanced values of case production and
assuring quality (because the line managers
are fully accountable for that quality).

The situation described above from a
management processing efficiency and morale point
of view is obviously undesirable. The notion of
a group that literally checks the work, in detail,
of another group actually performing the work on
a case-by-case basis is unorthodox and has no
· credence or standing in analogous professional
situations.
Recommendations
There can be no compromise with respect
to assuring that the work product (Case
Summary) which goes to the panel/board for
decision is an accurate representation of
the petitioner's circumstances. This requires
that the CB have an organizational and
functional means to assure the quality of
each case. It is strongly believed that
case productive capacity can be materially
increased without any loss of quality if
the following are implemented:
1.

Policy and Precedent Analysis
CB should establish a policy/precedent
analysis capability reporting directly
to the Office of the Deputy General
Counsel.
Its primary function would
be to observe all proceedings of the
panels and the full Board, and to
distribute at the immediate conclusion of such proceedings appropriate
synopses of policy directions and
evolving precedents emanating from
the panel.
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An additional function would involve

analysis of any tendency on the part
of Panels or the Board to render
decisions that are significantly
inconsistent with prior policies and
precedents. Such instances would
be analyzed, documented, and presented
to the Chairman and if necessary, the
full Board for resolution.
A third function would involve a
highly selective post-audit of major
case decisions, with the basis for
audit selectivity subject to the
approval of the Deputy General Counsel.
This capability should be staffed
from the current Action Attorney
Teams and the current Quality Control
Unit and should include highly
competent -individuals, given the
nature of the functions.
2.

Staff Redeployment
The professional staff currently
constituting the Quality Control
Unit should be redeployed into the
Action Attorney Teams. It is
expected that the majority of the
current QC staff should be assigned
to these Teams.

3.

Line Organization Accountability
The Team Leaders and Assistant Team
Leaders should have it clearly
communicated to them that they are
fully accountable for substantive
review and resultant quality of
all cases and that they must adapt
internal organization and functional
activity to assure the quality of
work products. It is considered
desirable to maintain at least one
individual within each team whose
primary function is quality control
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in response to guidance provided
by the Team Leaders or Assistant
Team Leaders of that team. .He/she
would also provide a secondary but
very important function of liaison
to the policy and precedent analysis
function to assure that the Team's
case development was in consonance
with the evolving precedence contained in the Panel/Board's decision
and otherwise to seek interpretation
of anomolous issues from the policy
and precedence analysis unit.

APPENDIX "A"
Interagency Team Members
The Interagency Team was composed of the following ten
individuals representing five different Federal agencies:
Charles R. Work (Team Leader)

LEAA

Bert M. Concklin

DOL

Robert F. Diegelman

LEAA

William J. Doyle

LEAA

Chris Griner

DOD

Bert Lewis

DOL

Joseph F. Malaga

NASA

Dave Smith

DOD

Bland West

DOD

Donald I. Wortman

HEW

'!,.
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"B"

May 13, 1975
Paul 0'Ne111, Deputy Director, Office of
and Budget
. 1

l~nagement
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.•

" \'. !\]
Charles R. lo.ork, Chairnan c_;,-..i'Interagency Team on the Presi~ential Clemency Board
Interim
Board

Reco~endationz

on

t~e

Presidential Clemency

,

Since our t!eeting ".71th you on Friday, 1-~::ty 9, ~~e :;ca.':l has been in~rolved
in ~~~ days of staff discussion ~~th the staf~ cf the Presidential
Cle::e~c:r Board (PCB) and the ON.B. Eased upo~ c-..::- i:1itial discussions,
we belie,re that there are several interir:l re~c::::-:e::::ations that should
be crought to your attention immediately. T:-.. e::oe ::-eco~endations, ~.:e
believe, can and should be acted upon i.c;. .:r.edia-:e::.- ar.d ".70uld, if accepted,
help to relieve the present intense ~'Orkload a=.::: severe administJ::ative
pro~le=s being experienced by the PCB.
Tne Interagency Te~ w'Ould therefore nake the follo".7ing interim
recc endations:
1)

The PCB snould be authorized to ini t:.2:~e ::..C""7:1ediatcl,r a
· S'\.t!:ner Legal Intern Progr~. This ~::-c;-:-=-=: uculd be
desiry.ed to bring on board approxi;·::a~'?l.:-· 1C8 la1-1 school
students as sun~~er inter:1s and ~~uld ~e ~~nched irfu~ediately,
before the laY schools go into s~~~e~ ~e~ess. Tncse interns
~~uld be used to a~gment the existi~~ s~~~f of approxinately
175 action attorneys and l:oulu be use:. -:;-::-:::3.rily for case
prepar2.tion. The :COD has already ar::-:=.::.;e:. for a zu.'Tl_-ner
intern program in st.-:pport of the PC3 ::.=.:: :-"' s already agreed
to Si.."})ply approxi~1ately 100 la•.r stude=.t :.=.terns to the PCB
as a 2 for 1 repl.,,cenent of 50 of the :::: la•-rJers pres::mtly
working for the PCB. ~~e estiffiated c=st =or the DOD intern
progr2..::1 is approx:1Jr.ately $300, COO. :-.::e ;:-cgra'll which we
are reco.:.w.ending >;auld be in addi tic:: -:.:: t:::e DJD progrmn,
i. e. an additional 100 law student ~=te~s over and above
the 100 interns presently being prc~i2~:. ~Y DOD. Tne DOD
hac al...ready indicated that they •.r.:>ul:. -= e -~·illing to recruit an additional 100 interns thro~;::: ~~eir procram but
that r:o!"!ey '\-;auld be the problem. Tee e~-"-3.tecl co:.t for
additional 100 interns would therefc::-= =~ ~tout ~300,000
and it is our recomrr.endation that this 2-~ be equit~bly
allocated among the several agencies ~~~~~ are precently
Su~porting the PCB program.
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2)

The OHB should develop and issue immediately to all agencies
presently contributing details to the PCB a clear and definitive personnel policy statement that outlines for all
agencies the policy which shall govern for all personnel
detailed to the PCB progr~~. In particular, this policy
statement must cover the following specific topics:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

~rtime compensation for detailed personnel
Annual leave for detai~ed personnel
Compensatory time for detailed personnel
Reimbursement for parking expenses for detailed
personnel

The ~~=asis o~ such a policy stat~ent should definitely be on standardization of pe~so~nel policy for the detailees of the participating agencies
and on libel"alization of overtke, co~ensatory time and reimburpement
policies in s~~port of this high priority effort.

3)

4)

The O~ffi should inform all participating agencies presently·
detailing staff to the PCB that due to the tre:nendous 1rork.lcad faced by tte PCB, lo•,.. productivity eznployees 1-1ho have
been detailed to the PCB will be returned to their home
age::cies and that home agencies '-Till be expected to supply
replace::ent details. As of Hay 9, 1975, the PCB has
alreaa:r de·.reloped rather sophisticated ·,.;orkload am1lyds
tcchniq'..:es and has already prod'Jced some excellent individual
perfo:r::-.::r:1ce a::alysis. As of !~~Y 16, 1975, the 'PCB should
ce in a position to have clearly identified those particular
detailed staff ~embers whose productivity vhile on detail
has been excessively lo•;1. The PCB sho"..lld be authorized
to return such individual details to their ho~e agencies
and to request replacement details for the details returned.
Such a repl.ace::1.ent progra11 should obviously be pl'l...ased so
tbt no lm1 prod"..lctivity e::nployee is returned before his
replace~ent is on board.
0~~ sho~ld

resolve i~~~ediately the status of Ms. Gretchen Handwerger
on the PCE staff. Hs. Handwerger has from all accounts been
pla~~ng a critical role as the administrative officer of the
PCB. Apparently, ho...,.1ever, some confusion exist over l'Is. Hand;1erger's
status with the PCB. Her detail from DOT as an exnert consult~nt
is at an e!1d as of this date and the GS-16 slot whtch ..,ms promised
by o:.3 -:.o the PCB and against "1hich Hs. Handi.,.erger was to be hired
r..as app£.rently ::.ot been forthco:ninr;. Tne loss of Bs. Hanch1erger' s
service3 at this point in tine could only add to the administrative pro'ble::1s :pres_ently plaguing the PCB.

\

-.
3
In conclusion, ve must emphasize that the recommendations outlined
above are only interim. They represent our collective opinion as to
~ediate actions which should be taken in order to relieve a few of
the ~ost ob~~ous and pressing probl~~s presently facing the PCB. In
the next few days we shall be exploring the reore substantive issues
and we shall'~ke more developed recommendations on those issues in
our fir..al re?ort to be delivered to you on Friday, 1·!ay 16.

cc

v.

?uritano, o~m
L. Pasi:ir, PCB
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SJGGESTED ORGANIZATION OF PRCDUCTION SIDE

DERJTY GENERAL CCUNSEL

Sec'V

ASSOC. GEN. OOUNSEL
FOR OPER.Z\.TIOi.'l'

-TEAM #1

"

ASSOC. GEN. COUNSEL
FOR PLANNIN3/ANALYSIS

-Prcrluction
Planning

#2

"

#3

-Prcrluction
Analysis

"

#4

-Policy/Precedent

"

#5

-Post Audit

"

#6

"

#7

"

iS

ASSOC. GEN. CCVNSEL
FOR PROJUCTION

-Training
-Prcrluction
Control
-QJality
Control
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SUGGESTED ORGA.T-ITZATION FO:O. MAN.A.GE'1ENI' SIDE

ASSISTANT FOR MAN?\GE'1ENI'

EXEcrJTIVE
SEX::RETA_T{Y

PERSONNEL

OFFICE SERVICES

ADMlliTSTRATOR

-Records
-correSJX>ndence
-Distribution
-Mailing

-File
-Scribes

-Docket

BUDGEI'
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SUGGESTED FRONI' OFFICE ORGANIZATION

OOARD

* * * * *

CHAIR-1AN

** * * *

SP:OCIAL COJNSEL

Sec'y

GENERAL COJNSEL

* * *

SP:OCIAL ASSISTN1r

Sec'y

ASSISI'Al.'IT for MANAGEMENl'

DEPUTY GENERAL COONSEL
,~...--~~·;: c /,'
·~

'...,
"'

.

'
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"'----,.
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APPENDIX ''D"

PANEL DECISION Tr.ffi A..WU..YSIS
Assumptions:*
. a)

6 hours of decision ti.me/day
~~,

b)

5 days a

c)

5 minutes/decision or 12 decisions/hour

d)

15 -weeks betvJeen
beginning June 1 and including
-weeking beginning Sept. 7

not necessarily r1onday thru Friday

,..,eek

Therefore Four Panels wi t.l1 120 hours of decision time per
15 weeks can handle 21,600 cases·

~ek

for

Five Panels with 150 hours of decision time per week for
15 weeks can handle 27,00 cases
Wbrkload Analysis:
a) Total cases to be decided
b) Decided by May 9
subtotal
c) 5% recall based on further staff
work or outside decision boundaries
Total Panel Decisions

19,500
840
18,660

+ 925
19, 425

Points:
1)

Chairrran Goodel feels strongly that Panels 1:-vill not be
a barrier and he is prepared to add Board rrernbers if
that is necessary.

2)

Chairman feels time per case will definitely improve
since panels are in early part of their leanri.ng curve

*

Iee Beck's May 12, 1975 analysis shavs:

Cases/hr.
Net Cases excluding
referrals

May 8&9
8.2
7.5

2

3)

Since Acticn Attorneys tirre is key factor in
this operation, Panels must adhere to firm schedule
and chairman of panels must keep Team leaders
arrl Assistant Team leaders advised of docket
status so t.l'lat Action Attorneys are nat cooling
their heels awaiting on t.~e Panel.

4)

CB Managerrent should "bunch" cases by Action

Attorney so that Attorney is sc.~eduled to
hear all his or her cases during one ti.rre
,segrrent a week.

APPENDIX "E"

W)RKFORCE CAI.CUIATIONS

Weekly Production At Rates For
~eks

No. of
Att.

of

ExP.
___.._

70
35
55
15
175

4
3
2
1

.,

:'

Att. W3eks

X

12
2100

Rate/Wk
Cases Produced (12 ~1ay 1 Aug)
cases Carpleted
20
Aug fran Q.C.
Att Wk.s
Rate/V1k
Add. Prod.
Total Action Att.
'

' ~~·

'
/

195

Nax
3
2
1

6

~

9
9
9
9

36

3rd \'Jeek
1
1
1

2nd t'leek

1
1

1st Wk.

1

3

2

T

105

70

15

335

1575

10

8

7

4

2

3350

12,600

735

280

31)

10
200
8
1600

Total
Att

Total
t'ks

W<S

12
12
12
12

48

840
420
660
180

2100

16,995
84()
" 17,835
1,600
19,435

APPENDIX ''F"

SUG:;ESTID

TEA~

ORG.Z\NIZATION

TF»1 LEADER

-lead Typist

-Production Control Clerk

I

TEAM #1

TEA.~

TFM1 #2

r

#3

ASSISTANI' TFA"-1 LEADER

ACI'ION
SUMr-1ER

I

ATIDR.~S

OOALITY roJTROL

TYPISTS

n J'I'ERI:JS

Team Leader + Typist
Asst. Team Leaders
Action Attorneys
SUrmer Interns
Quality Control
Production Control
Typists
Eight Teams
Less Interns
'IUI'AL

TOI'AL

PROF.

2
3
24
12
3
1
12
57

1
3
24
12
3

456
-96
360

344
-96
248

NON-PROF.

1

1

43

12
14
112

112

75

Tuesday, May ZO
Charles E. Goodell

Presidential Clemency Board:

9:30a.m.:
Bert Concklln
Chris Griner
Joseph Malaga
Jl David Smith_-=..-y=-e-:::])~
Don Wort'iii&n
Charles Work
Robert Diegelman
William Doyle

5"0 3

Marilyn Meinking

E.O. B.

360

360

Zl35
May 20, 1975

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20530

June 11, 1975

MEMORANDUM

TO

FROM:

Honorable Charles E. Goodell
Chairman
Presidential Clemency Board/\ _

a

.J

Charles R. Work
~
Chairman
Interagency Team to Survey the
Presidential Clemency Board

Attached is the supplemental report of the Interagency
Team to Survey the Presidential Clemency Board, submitted to Paul O'Neill, Deputy Director, OMB on
June 11, 1975.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20530

June 11, 1975
MEMORANDUM

TO

Paul H. O'Neill
Deputy Director
Office of Management and Budget

FROM

Charles R. Work
Chairman
Interagency Team to Survey the
Presidential Clemency Board

SUBJECT:

Supplemental Report of the Interagency Survey Team

•
Since the submission of the Survey Team's Report on the
Presidential Clemency Board (CB) on May 16, 1975, the
Team has, as recommended, been monitoring the progress
of the CB in implementing the Team's recommendations and
in processing its present caseload. On May 28, 1975, the
CB submitted its Implementation Plan to the Survey Team
in response to the Team's recommendations. The Team
reviewed the CB Implementation Plan, discussed its comments
on the Plan at length with the CB General Counsel and
further communicated its findings on the Plan to the CB
General Counsel by memorandum on June 5, 1975. In addition,
members of the Team have held several working sessions with
the CB staff to review weekly case production figures.
In
the paragraphs below are presented our final comments to
you on the CB's progress in implementing the Team's
recommendations and several additional final recommendations
which we believe merit your close attention since the
submission of this report formally concludes the existence
of the Survey Team.
In general, it is our observation that the rate of CB
staff case summary production for Board presentation and
the rate of Board disposition of cases have both increased
sufficiently to assure that the September 15, 1975 target
date for final disposition of cases can be met. Last
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week alone (week ending June 6) approximately 1,200 case
summaries were produced and the Board disposed of an
equal number of cases. As of June 6, 1975, approximately
2~900 cases have been decided by the Board.
In addition,
approximately 1,500 case summaries already stand prepared
and docketed for Board consideration for the week of
June 9, 1975. Major typing backlogs and Quality Control
slowdown have been eliminated. In addition, ~he CB has
revised downward its estimate of the total number of
cases which must be processed by the Board by September 15
from approximately 19,000 to approximately 17,000. This
downward revision is due generally_ to the identification
of approximately 1,000 "No Jurisdiction" cases which the
Board cannot process and the passage of the deadline
(June 1) by which applicants were required to "perfect"
their applications for clemency by providing needed
additional information.
It is the opinion of the Team,
therefore, that if the present rates of case production
and Board case disposition are maintained, the September 15
deadline remains an achievable target for final disposition
of cases given the present commitment of resources to the
program.
The key factor in the achievement of this deadline remains,
however, the maintenance by CB top management of a high
level of morale and dedication to the completion of the
CB mission by September 15. We indicated this in our
May 16 report and recommended an early Presidential or
Vice Presidential visit in order to demonstrate clearly
the importance of the CB mission as a Presidential program.
It is the opinion of the Team that such a visit is still
needed, even though the responsibility for morale must rest
ultimately with CB management. We believe it is necessary,
therefore, to reiterate for your consideration our earlier
recommendation:
Recommendation: OMB should initiate action to
obtain if at all possible, an early visit of the
President or Vice President to the entire CB staff.
In addition, it must be emphasized that although the
Team believes that the September 15 deadline can be met
there will still be, as we indicated in our May 16 report,
some carry-over workload. This carry-over workload may
be as high as 2,000 - 3,000 cases and would obviously
include the 1,000 "No Jurisdiction" cases presently
identified as well as perhaps another 1,000 - 2,000 cases
which did not meet the June 1 deadline as well as
additional cases in which reconsideration has been requested.
~·
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Therefore, at this point, we must also repeat another
recommendation included in our May 16 report:
Recommendation: CB in consultation with OMB
should prepare plans for the carry-over workload
so that a decision as to how this will be handled
can be made by the White House by June 30, 1975.
~

In addition to the two recommendations indicated above,
there are in the opinion of the Team several other
recommendations which were contained in our May 16 report
which have yet to be fully implemented and which we
believe merit your careful attention. These are indicated
below with our comments and further recommendations
for implementation:
1.

Report Recommendation: Effective no later than
May 23, OMB should assign an experienced senior
federal manager at the GS-16 level to CB to
act as head of their administration .

•
Comment: After three weeks
of observation of
the CB, it is the opinion of the Team that the
need of the CB for a senior administrative officer
still remains critical. Many of the personnel
and administrative problems being experienced
by the CB are, in our opinion, attributable to
the absence of anyone with overall administrative
responsibility for the CB. At your request, we
have over the last several weeks attempted
informally to find just such a person but
unfortunately without any success. The CB has
indicated a willingness to interview such a
person if identified.
Final Recommendation: Effective as soon as
possible, OMB should.assign an experienced
senior administrative officer at the GS-16 level
to the CB.
2.

Report Recommendation: OMB should tap the
Federal agencies for an additional 50 clerical
persons of whom at least 10 should be in the
GS-6 through 8 range by May 30.
Comment: Due to the slowness of this clerical
tap, the CB experienced over the past several
weeks serious typing backlogs. On May 31, the
CB had a typing backlog of almost 1,200 case
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suuunaries. They were ahle to reduce this
backlog only by hiring private temporary secretaries (approximately 30) using funds out of
their own budget. As of this date, the typing
backlog has been eliminated but our recommended
tap of an additional 50 clerical persons has
not been completed (CB and OMB numbers differ
on the size of the deficit, but both agree
that the full tap is not on board) . ~
Final Recommendation: OMB must take action to
ensure that all 50 clericals requested by the
Survey Team are on board by June 16, 1975, if
major typing backlogs are to be avoided.
3.

Report Recommendation: CB staff should develop
a system for docketing cases before individual
panels that permits eaGh Action Attorney to
present all of his or her cases that are ready
for disposition that week during:
(a) one
continuous time period on one day and (b) before
one panel only.
'
Comment: The Survey Team believes that this
recommendation is critical to the efficient use
of the Action Attorney's and Assistant Team
Leader's time as well as to efficient and timely
Board disposition of cases. As of this date,
the CB staff has developed a case docketing
system which while it is not completely responsive
to the details of the Survey Team's recommendation,
is surely a completely acceptable variant,
responsive to the thrust of the Team's recommendation. The problem is, however, the docketing
system has not been implemented.
Final Recommendation: The case docketing system
developed by the CB staff should be fully
implemented no later than June 20, 1975.

4.

Report Recommendation: The CB staff should be
immediately advised that personal vacation plans
will not be considered until after August 1,
197 5.
Comment: Although the Team is not adamant about
a 11 no va'cations until. August 1 11 policy, it does
believe strongly that a limited 11 case-by-case 11
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vacations policy must be instituted by the CB
to ensure that a majority of critical professional
staff are not absent on vacation during the
major case production months ahead. CB admits
that it has no "definitive vacations policy"
at present.
Final Recommendation: CB must implement by
June 16, 1975, a limited "case-by-case" vacations
policy through August 1 to ensure the presence
of critical professional staff throughout the
major production months ahead.
5.

Report Recommendations: CB should establish a
a policy/precedent analysis capability reporting
directly to the Office of the Deputy General
Counsel.
In addition, CB should add a final
line to the case summary:
"Board Precedent
for Disposition."
Comment: As of this d~te, the policy/precedent
analysis function established by CB is only
"fledgling." The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, in response to a Survey Team
request is presently providing computer support
to the CB in order to aid them in the rapid
analysis of Board dispositions. Action Attorneys
however, are still strongly cautioned against
in any way indicating to the Board how they
disposed of similar cases in the past. In
order to ensure consistency in Board decisions
and in order to aid in the rapid disposition of
a heavy caseload, the Survey Team strongly
believes that the role of the Action Attorney
in indicating to the Board its precedent for
disposition of similar cases must be greatly
increased.
Final Recommendation: The CB should implement
by June 20, 1975, a system whereby Action Attorneys
can clearly indicate to the Board their own
precedent for handling similar cases in the
past. The CB must additionally strengthen the
role of its policy/precedent analysis function
to ensure that this system can be implemented.
FC
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Finally, the Survey Team proposes for,your consideration
two supplemental recommendations which we believe should
be implemented immediately. Our firs·t recommendation
is designed to ensure a continuing monitoring and close
management of the CB program by OMB now that the Team
is no longer in existence. Our second recommendation is
designed to ensure closer coordination between the CB and
the Selective Service in monitoring the ability of the
Selective Service to locate public service jobs for those
individuals granted clemency on the condition of alternative
service:
Recommendation: The CB should provide to the OMB
starting Monday, June 16, 1975, a written "pipeline
analysis" report showing the status of the entire
CB caseload by the various stages of production from
applications logged, through case summaries produced,
Board dispositions and eventual Presidential signature. This managment analysis technique was
developed by CB staff in cooperation with the
Survey Team and has proved particularly effective
in spotting backlogs and mAnagement problems. These
written reports with appropriate CB analysis and
comments should be supplied to OMB every three weeks
starting Monday, June 16, 1975, and continuing
through August 31, 1975.
Recommendation: The CB should designate by June 16,
1975, a senior staff member to serve as permanent
liaison with the Selective Service for the alternative
service aspect of the CB program. The Selective
Service has already initiated such a request to OMB
and has already designated a member of their staff
to serve as permanent liaison to the CB.
In conclusion, we would reiterate that after several
weeks of intensive analysis and close observation of
CB operations, it is the general opinion of the Survey
Team that the President's deadline for Board resolution
of existing case workload by September 15, 1975, is a
reasonable target which can be accomplished with the
resources presently available to the CB given the completion
of the clerical tap as indicated above and the recognition
that there will be a modest workload carry-over for
which the OMB must plan now. The critical factor in the
equation is still., in our opinion, the key role which
must be played by CB top management in generating and
maintaining a high level of morale and dedication to
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the completion of the CB mission by September 15. The
focus of the energy and leadership for CB top management
must in the days ahead be only the completion of the
task at hand by September 15, 1975.

\
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PRESIDENTfAL CLEMENCY BOARD
THE WHITE HOUSE
D.C. 20500

WASIIINGTON,

June 27, 1975

HEMORANDUM FOR:

CHARLES R. WORK, CHAIRMAN
INTER-AGENCY TEAM

FROM:

LAWRENCE H. BASKIR

SUBJECT:

CONCLUDING REPORT OF THE INTER-AGENCY TEAM

t5""

711-1

First of all, it has been a pleasure for my staff and myself to work
with you and your colleagues on the Inter-Agency Team. We found your
Team to be composed of dedicated professionals whose purpose -- and
whose accomplishment, in our opinion -- was the enhancement of the
PCB's ability to complete its work with quality and on time.
I
sincerely hope that the Team members found· the cooperative enterprise
to be as enjoyable and worthwhile as we did.
We agree that September 15 remains an achievable target for the final
disposition of all but the most intractable of our cases. Our best
estimate of the number of cases we must process has dropped still
further, and we now project a total caseload of about 16,000 cases.
Through Friday, June 20, our action attorneys have drafted case
summaries for 10,600 applicants (9,000 of which have gone to Quality
Control), an increase of 9,700 in the past eight weeks. At our current
pace, we expect to meet our August 1 deadline for draft summary completion.
The Board should have no difficulty meeting its August 15
deadline for hearing all cases in panels.
However, a few nagging problems remain.
The last 3,000 files are
proving to be rather difficult to obtain.
It is likely that a few
hundred (perhaps several hundred) may not be recovered in time for
the Board to review those cases before our deadline.
Some may not be
obtainable at all, giving us the choice between reviewing cases with
no official record or reconstructing entire files.
For this reason,
the Board may not be able to review more than 15,000 - 15,500 cases
before the September 15 deadline.

.,
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Very soon, we shall have an oversupply of professional staff. When
we are reasonably certain of this, we shall begin returning detailed
civil servants to their agencies.
(Our remaining staff, mostly summer
interns, will present to the Board cases prepared by departed Action
Attorneys).. We shall carry out our summer job commitments to the 135
interns on our staff and will shift them to administrative or clerical
tasks as necessary. Gearing down our organization may be as difficult
as gearing up has been, and we would appreciate any suggestions which
your Team might offer.
In the discussion below (with appendices following), I would like to
respond to the recommendations in your concluding report. I understand that Bill Strauss, in a meeting with Bob Diegelman and Dave
Smith, helped resolve some of the questions in your earlier report
which did not appear in your subsequent draft. Therefore, I see no
reason to cover those same points again here.
1.

Recommendation: OMB should initiate action to obtain,
if at all possible, an early visit of the President or
Vice President to the entire PCB staff.
Action: We understand that The White House has approved
a meeting between the President and the Board. Some
administrative problems on The White House end may prevent his meeting with our staff, however.

2.

Recommendation: PCB, in consultation with OMB, should
prepare plans for the carry-over workload so that a
decision as to how this will be handled can be made by
The White House by June 30, 1975.
Action: We are now trying to ascertai~ what the carry-over
workload will be. This workload will depend upon (1) the
number of cases for which files cannot be obtained by August
1; (2) the rate of applicant appeal requests; (3) the Board's
final policy on monitoring the alternative service of its
applicants; and (4) our progress in completing the Board's
final report. We could have further thoughts to OMB by 30
June, 1975, but we suggest July 31, 1975, as a date by which
we can report to the OMB in considerably greater detail on
this subject.

3.

Recommendation: Effective as soon as possible, OMB should
assign an experienced senior administrative officer at GS-16
level to the the PCB.
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Action: We have expressed our willingness to interview any
candidates identified by OMB as suitable for this assignment. However, no candidate has been referred to us. The
start-up time required by such a new Administrator now outweighs the advantages of bringing on a new person with the
characteristics desired by the Inter-Agency Team and ourselves.
4.

Recommendation: OMB must take action to ensure that all
50 clericals requested by the Survey Team are on board by
June 16, 1975, if major typing backlogs are to be avoided.
Action: The clerical tap is being filled, but slowly -- and
with administrative personnel who are not all typists.
Through June 24, we have received all but 7 of our last
clerical tap, approximately half of whom have typing skills. ,
To solve our typing backlogs, we are experimenting with
having Action Attorneys prepare clean summary drafts which
would not require retyping before going to quality control.
If this experiment is successful, we shall implement this
procedure within t~e next few days. We may also have to
continue relying on contract typists.

5.

Recommendation: The case docketing system developed by the
PCB staff should be fully implemented no later than June 20,
1975.
Action: Our case docketing system has been revised in a
manner quite similar to that described earlier to the InterAgency Team. Implementation of the revised system began
during the week of June 16, and it is now fully in place.
Except for backlogs caused by a shortage of support personnel
(typists) , our docketing procedures are working well. They
are described at length in Appendix A.

6.

Recommendation: PCB must implement by June 16, 1975, a limited
"case-by-case" vacations policy through August 1, to ensure the
presence of critical professional staff throughout the major
production months ahead.
Action: We did circulate such a memo on June 16, a copy of
which is attached as Appendix B. We expect to be generous
in allowing annual leave, given our expected gearing-down of
activities during the upcoming months.

7.

Recommendation: The PCB should provide to the OMB starting
Monday, June 16, 1975, a written "pipeline analysis" report
showing the status of the entire PCB caseload by the various
stages of production from applications logged, through case
summaries produced, Board dispositions, and eventual Presidential

"'
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signature. This management analysis technique was
developed by PCB staff in cooperation with the Survey
Team and has proved particularly effective in spotting
backlogs and management problems. These written reports with appropriate PCB analysis and comments should
be supplied to OMB every three weeks starting Monday,
June 16, 1975, and continuing through August 31, 1975.
Action: We have taken pipeline "snapshots" three times
so far -- May 30, June 12, and June 24. We plan to repeat this procedure once every 7 - 9 days during the
next several weeks. We have just completed our analysis
of the most recent pipeline snapshot, which we are
including (with our first two snapshots) in Appendix C.
8.

Recommendation: The PCB should designate by June 16, 1975,
a senior staff member to serve as permanent liaison with
the Selective Service for the alternative service aspect
of the PCB program. The Selective Service has already
designated a member of their staff to serve as permanent
liaison to the PCB:
Action: We have designated Charles S. Craig, Deputy
Associate General Counsel for Planning, Management, and
Evaluation, as our liaison with the Selective Service
System. The PM&E staff has identified a number of issues
which we may shortly need to discuss with Selective Service.
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A.
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Adv ance Pl<tnnins of th8 Docket Sclwd ule
l.
Scn~tor GoodL~ l will <tssign p<tnal members to
d ocket blocLs (i.e., 90 minute tiJne segments , four of
wh ich will be the typicul d~y ' s worklo<td) . He must
do this no l ater th<tn COB Fd.duy, a full week before
the b cg.i nn.ins of the docket v?c-:?ek in question:
He \·!ill
do t'JJis by filling out ·the appr:-opriate p a.rts of the
weekly docke-t fornt (D--1), t hen sending i t to Jim Poole of
the l3o~t rd Intcrfa.ce Unit.
Jim will assist him a t ' his
reques t in making these sc h edul es .
2.
The same p a.nel' memb ers will work togct:he r a.s a
d esignated p<tnel (Af' D PC, D ~ or E ) for ~n entire week.
PRn el rearra.nging will ~e done onl.y oq a weekly b asis .
S enator Goodell will nssign panel ch~irpersons as he
makes pa.ne l a::~signments.

3. Th ere will be four docket blocks .
TI1e first and
thi rd docket blocJ~s will begin at 9 AH and 2 PH , re-spectively, without fail.
The second and fourth docket
blo cks a1:e
fl ex ible
and will be schedulc~d to beg i n
at l l l\1'·1 and 4 PM , respective J.y, but _t hev are not__r£puirec}_to d9 sQ..
Thes e f lexible docJ-::et blocJ~s may:
11

11

( a) Begin early , at pa.nel request and with adequate
noti ce to pan el counsel s
(b ) Be C2d"!C2lecl , for c ause:: , wi th conse nt of Uw Board ChaiJ>
man; o:c
· ( c ) B<::gin on time~.

Und er no

ci.rcurnst~nccs

five minutes

l L.ttc~

may any

p~ncl

i:lli:.tn ~:;chcdul.cd.

begin more Ut an

..
B.

'J'c<~m

Lc~1dcr:::

Submission~;

to Docket :ing
'.L'c<:1m Lcuc.1cn_; will be :t:C'~·;pons.i.bl(~ for cnsur:i.ng thut
following procedures arc curr j.cd out:

t:hc~

1.
On ·the CC1f3C sUJ11lnul:y, tl1e section i.n the upper l eft
h and ccn:ncr ent:itled "P -.C.B. l\tt.orney :" will be coml? 1 c t

(~ d

(1

s f

0

J.l 0\•) s :

Ca se Atton1c ..' ' s Name/if reussigned , nc::w cuse
attorney • s nume--l\sst. •reurn Le<:tde:~r/Te2m Leader
2.
Case l\t:.torncys are r esponsib le fOr submitting u.
packet (Case Summary , l\ and H S1wet, 13-A form, and 3
or 4 prcpured address l abe ls (to be discus sed below ))
to a t eam secrc:.'tary for :Cinal tyi)ing of the st.m1mu.ry.
Note that th e A and l\1 sheet , B-A form and 3 or 4,lu.bels
remain attached. The secretary returns the packet' to the
cas e uttorney for final review. Thereafter, the case
attorney returns the packet to the secretury who is
responsibl e for xeroxing the packet in the following
numb ex: of copies:

a)
b)
c)
d)

c.

'l'he final summary., .........
15
The A and 1'-l Sheet .......... ~ .... 12
The B-11 F o nn • • • •••• ~ •••• o • • • 3
Labels ........ p·••o•••••••••· 0
w •••

copies
copies
copies
copies

DistrD)ution of Pu.cket and Xerox Copies

The completed packet and a·ttached for.ms and labels u.re distribut ed a~ follows:
a ) Originul and 3 copies of the case summary ond l\ and H
sheet to the case attornGyi Originc:tl and 1 copy of euch
to the file proper, 1 copy of each for the cu.se attorney's
us e in his presentution to the board/panel, and one copy
of the ~3ur.1m<u_· y ;:.:nd A and M s l1ee·t to the l'>ssistant rrcum
Lc~dor.
The hal~ncc of the packet and u.ttached form3 and
labe ls if.> submitted to tlJe .S\..llnm<~ry D:i.f_;t d. but ion Sect .ion
(Jay Pucini) for distribution as described below:

3

·,

b)
One copy of 'the stunm:_u ::y 1~.;; m~lilc:d vitt certif i ed
muil to th e ~•PtJlicant_ 1 ~. ; addrc~;~; ~~~.:; indic:<.1L cd on tlw
13-1\ Fo :cm (Note:
If tll c lubcls, \\lhich contdinoc1 in all
file~; numbered 8000 <tnd ubovc , cout.ain t.l1e curre nt best
addrc r;s , they shcmld b e n so. d on the envelope to m<til
th e nummary t o tlic app.lic~mt.
In this rc9 c1rd it i~; incumbent upon c<tsc: attorneys to check thes e l abe ls c <:tr <?. fully against tho most· rcccn·t C O)~rcsp on c1c~ncc fr om app licant and , i f lztbe ls are correct , ~SE 'rTil ~l'} ~ Of cour se ,
if th e applicant has mo ved since the l abels were prepar<?. d
so tha·t tlwy arc no long er correct, discard th em .)
c)
On e copy o f t.hc ca se stu11mary :i..s sent to the applicant 1 s
ai: torn e y, if any 1 at the address · iistcd on the B and l\
fonn.

\

II
r

r
r

i
d)
One copy o f: the summ0ry is sulxnitted to the administr·a - '
t:ive staff: (Gretchen Handv.rerger. )
This c opy will 11 ave 't11e .
certified mail slip attacJ:ed , in <Jicating the da·te mailed.
e)
On e copy of the car~e ;;;u.mrr.ury will· be filed 1n
Dock eting Section Master File.
I

f)
On e:: summa:cy copy is an ext:ca to avoid unneces;:;<.lry
re-xc rox1ng .
S e ven copies of the surmna ry aJ:-c us e d in the prepara t ion of the "D ock c·t Packct.s" ( 3 or 4 to p t:tnel me mbers 1
l to p anel counsel , 1 copy is for Senator Goode ll, and l
or 2 are extras which always seem to b e u sed ).

g)

h)
On e copy of the . A and M sheet will be filed along
\·;i·th tJ1c ca:::>e summa ry in the Docketing S ec·tion Master
File.
i)
On e· copy of the A and M Sheet 1s an extra to uvoid
unn ecessary re·-xerox inCJ.

j)
S c vc:n copj cs of the l , and M s11ect arc used in the
pr cp<lr.ttt.ion of tho "DocJ.:ct PacJ~ cts".
k)

On e copy of tJ10 B-l\ form i s

u~3cc1

by Summz1ry Di st.rihution .

J.)
On~" copy of U w
B·-11 form .:Ls fon,.r;n·dc(;J to Gr.c~tc1Kn
JJ ;mclwcr<Jcr <llon (J vri.t1l Lh e 2 or 3 r c~rn;1 ird.n (J lc-llx~ J ~-' , j t corro.c: t.

\vl 1cn ::;nbn:L t. 1.: :i.lHJ tho puc:kcb=; ( c<! :-:>e ~; umm<u·y,
1\ ulld f\1 s1wci: , B·-1\ forms and lcdJcl~:>) to Di:·; Lci.lJuLion
S0ction s110uld submit tlK'm \·JitlJou-t mix:i.n<J L11cm with -tllor,;e
of anot]JC'r te <.J.m.
This will clinL-i.nl.lto unncccssl!ry ::;orting
5.n -the Dislribution Section.

1\ll

tcc:.1m~~

Once "Docket Pu.ckt~t.s " ;:u:c prcp<1rcc'l and a Packet Li~>t
(Do ckc t) if3 prcp<'n:-cd one copy of both \vill be rc l:.urncd t:.o
the panel counsel for his usc.
D.

Case Docketing

1.
Tlw Distribution Sec-tior~ \\7 ill compile C<'l~>cs by team
using one bin p e r team ilS is current pructice.
2.
When thirty cus es have acclmniluted in a :team bin,
the pad:et will be matched to the nex-t ovailable Board Panel
docket block.
The 1\reckly docket fo1:-n1 (D-1), as prepared by
ScnatQJ: Goodc:-11 1 will b e po st.cd pn)minently in the Dist.:cibution Sec-tion and_ used for making doc)<,et ing assignmGnts.
'I'he only exceptions to -the ·~n ext availuble" rule:- (pJ:ovid cd
that enough casas are o-therwi~c availu.ble to meet the Do~rd
do_c ke·t schedule) \'Jill be WrJen ·the 1\ssis·t.ar1t General Counsel
notes I in_ a memo to C'\CCOmpany his cases I thab cert ain dates
or ·t imes will be inipossiblc fo:c him, his assistan-t team
l eaders or his action attorneys.
3.
In the packets, the cases·will be arranged sequentially,
by ca:_;e n\.U11ber·--even if this mixes the batcl1es of separate
Assistant Team Leaders .
4.
A pucket:. list (Porm D-2 ) , 1 isting cases 1n numerical
ord e r, will be prepared for eac h AGC with ca ses 1n eacll pac~et.
5.
'I'he sev e n pacl.::ets for each pu.n e l block will each 1!av e
a cover sheet p1:epc:-u~ed (Form D-·3 ), notin'J some idc.? ntifyin~;
infonn c:d: ion md stupled to the top o f_ each pu.cket..
'I'ho packet
lists (Form D-2 ) will be the scconcl pu ~Je of the packe-t;, sent
buck to "P.GC .
6.

Tbe

f~even

pa.ckets \¥ill be distrib ut ed as follo\·ls,:

5
One i:o the J\f>sist<llYt Tc<tm Lc<H1er
One retain ed in Uw DocL et inq Section
On e 1.:o 1.:hc 1\dmin:i.slr;d:.or ' ~; ~_;i.:.<:1ff.
d.
'l'h ree OJ~ four ·to the Bo<D:d p<l.nel m cmbcJ~s , with
th e ex-tr<:t copy (if u n y 3 panel nwmbcrs ) r ctu ined by
th e Docketing Section if n ecess~n-y.
<t.

b.
c.

E.

Sequencing Cuses
l.
With cases docketed <tnd packets ret urn ed to the
1
7\.GC s not later thu.n tl1rce days before the scheduled
do cket block, the l\GC 1 s wi ll prepure a Pr ese~tat ion
List for each packet:. not lu.ter than COD, two d<:1J'f~ before
the scheduled panel appearunce • . lie will group the cases
b y 1\ssistant'l'eam Leader , and to the ex lent possible, by
individual action attorneys.
2.
After confirming t~1e schedule \·lith his a·ttorneys,
he will h ave ~hree copies made of his filled-out Presen·tat ion Lisi.:. (Form D-A): Not lat er. than 4 PJ,'l of t.h e
d ay before t11e scheduled dccJ~et bloc~'- ,· "!1e will distribute the thr ee copies to Central Docket Control on tl1 e
ground floor of 2033 M Street , which wil~ rcl~y a copy
to the scribes and panel chairpersons ( retaining th e
third).
The 1\TLs will keep the original Presentation
Li st.
3.
Ass ist ant 'l'eam Leaders should note approximate t.imes
for attorneys presentations on their Presentation Lists
as well as approxiJnate times for their mm initial
appearance in the overall 'l'eam Docl'~ct block.
It. is only
n ecessary to note t.he time of the first case for eacb
attorn ey , i s rounded to the n earest 5 (o r even .10 )
minut es.
If an l\'J'L has the second half of a docJ~et
block, he should alYticipC\te beg inning his pre:;cntation:-;
u.t 9:4S , 11: 45 , 2:45 o r 4 : 45 ( as L!ppropriatc ). As a rule
of t11umb , figure 3 minute~:; per ~ase--but 5·-6 minutes
for C<tses involvin9 po ::.;~..:; ibl c vetel.-an;...;· benefit;.;, no
cl emency , o:c :_;pocial fact circum:;tance~>.

\

G

F.

Panel Presentations

1. The Assistant Team Leader will serve as Panel
Counsel for all cases presented by his action attorneys.
At the start and later, as appropriate, ACCs will
assist them in t:his role.
In this role, the DAGC is
responsible for lnving reviewed or familiarized himselfjherself with all c~ses to be presented before a
given panel. Under extraordinary circwnst ances , a substitute may be appointed by th e Assistant General Counsel:
'I'he substitute \vill .in turn be rl=::sponsible for having
familiarized hims e lf with all cases prior to, presen·tiltion.
2. The ATL will c c..ll off cases from his Present~t.ion
List.:, remembering tl:ui: Board members will have th'C cas es
1n numerically sequenced packetse
/

3. The ATL should arrive with two attorneys, one with
casGs to pres Gnt right 0.'1'12..Y. The other action attorney
should study his cases in the Cent._ral Doc!(Gt Control
waiti!lg areai he will be "on deck. 11 ~Vhen the first
att.orney finishes, he should le<we the pa111el meeting room
and be replaced by t.he nex-t "on deck 11 attorney.
4.
If thG schGdule is being followed (plus or minus a
few minutes), t .he next "on deck" attorney should arrive
ten minutes early without. being summoned.
If the pa~el
is running early or late, the departing attornGy should
immedi<-:<te ly call a team secretary to alert other attorneys
of th e revised schedule. _
5. Bodrd panels will spend a maximum of two hours
(1 20 minutes) on a single packet. All leftover cases
must. be :redocket.ed.
6.
If a Board panel is running late, it will have its
9 AM docket block run until ll AH, when it-_ will start .
its 11 AM docket bloc)( (unless tho ll AM block is started
early, as previously noted). The panel is guarantecq a
minimum of one hour's mid-day break ·for lunch.
If it
also runs lat e in the afternoon, its sessions could run
straight through from 2 PM to 6 PH.
If it runs th rough
its docket blocks on schGdnle, it will h ~ve m:~d-morning
and mid-afternoon brc~ks.

,.
·;
G.

H.cdocl.;-ct.cd Cases

l.
If dod;-ct biocl.;s must be cancc:llc~d bc'C<.1USC? of <.my
cJ1;mrJo :in Doard nH.'Jnbcn:.i 1 ~;chcc1ulcs, enU.re p<.lcl;cl:~;
may 1wvc to be rcdockctecl.
If so , the packets circulal c'd to tho Bo<:~rd members will be relunH:-.:d to the
DocJ.;eting Secl:.i.on for J:e<.l~.>::-;i~Jnment to the next uvaiL1ble
docl:et 1.Jlock.
lZcvi::;ed covel: sheets (Form D-3) will be
sent to the uppropLi.utc· l\GCs to the l\dministr;:.tor 1 s
stuff, and to the Bou.rd members on the next panel.
2.
If the Board panel does not heur all its cases on
a given docket block, the AGC ':Jill alert Cen·~ru.l Docket
Con tro l be~ fore h e l cuves.
Central Docket Cont:rol will
keep u. simple num erical log of cu.ses individually redocJ~ eted ( LO us s u re' t:ha t none are inadvertently ~orgot ten) .
The AGC and DAGC will retrieve otiginal copies o~ th e
cu.s e surnmarles upon :cot urn to 'che cas e files.

H.

Adrninistrativ~ Ov~rsight

l.
It will be the responsibility of Senator Goodell,
Jim Poole, and the lls$istc.~nt General. Counsels to us sure
that. th ese procedures are being :Eollo\·Jed ,ar5d that.
special unforseen problems are solved.
2.
A weekly statistical progress report will be implemented shortly.

Attachments
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U:: '\VF POLICY

<!.11 J:nc'.·l and.

unu :-;11-~:l

20 )oo

1-Ja.vc~

bc. ~:.L~d n;any

t~j r~~~~::s,

"\"h(~

PCB bas

t:!~e

a11ct cJ.ii-":~ictl~.i.-:_ re:~:; J.JC)Jl~~:i1).il~i.ty of co:i~J?lcLi ug J.t.:. i-l~:3~;:;_qncd

T'l1.·Ls obJ.iqaliGil _p~c~~c·nts U[3 V.'itl1
J-'C:r~=..onZ:I:

bu:c(~2r~:_;

to

·t-.h(~

-c.

!1~1\T·~~ -

anc1 <.li~; ~:~)~-rr ~orts all of you 1r1u.:.-~ t
lJc;·-r c ClS clct(.:iJ.ecs , J nlt'is"t: ir.if>~.Jsc, yet an(yt-J.:t::.r...
'J'he Se_pt~.E~ irJ.)e1~ l:_)
d<>lo.1.i.nc :r,c . .n~:r q1.;itc ob\::iou·-~J~' 1 tlL<:tt the n6:nra,1 Jc<-TVO pro_;:t::.ceo; o.lvi
IJ1an:.-~ !"0Uf:~t. d.\:~f(~:;_- t.o C>U:t: \'.~0r~,~- sc1Jcdn~~-t-;s ~
\\lc! r~ij;1[Jly c.:an ' t
f:Ln :i. 2.1-1 if
In

~clait..-~_o:·l

t.1l .:.lt: orJ..i.nar:y <~.;o·..:'c:l·n.:7\G"~1-i: ;Lqt.:ncy \\r;);~k <1Gc~~n f
inc.~OJ1VQr:iel<>~:::>

f"~ltin::> n1u~3t_ )J2 a~·)_t=':rcvcd Ll).r :~'"cur tc:.!CiJ~l--lc~ad;;:~r or PCB
I lJ t..ttv.,.8 a~~k<::d. t-:hc FCB f"~'t~_p~~::_:·vi ~)OJ~:-=; to cn~-:ti:LC'! thut st.. af£
.1 OCJ.\7 C sch::clu}_cs nc.Yt jc:Oj~Jardj_zc 01.1r J?:cod'...tct:.io!lf and t~J.C.)' wiJ. l n~Jt
a}~.l>1~0'Je lcc~·, . . r-; ur"ilcs::..; \\7 0r}~ wi.l.l no~_:. suffer.
to.Y~c

..

c:-.:.'.1

]l:~i..t\rc

Sl1l:H;rv· j,;:;c2~.

<:~n on:lc.:r v:ll ich OY•::) has sent 'co ct~ch a•:;:.:;ttC'/
pe.1:::: or:r:el to tl'le Board .
It ensm:es t:hot no pej~::;on ·,_,ill
sufft.:!r an_)' loss of leave or 2r)~l other inco!~\YcJ·!ie~ce }) CCDn~:~2 uf lH;: inJ
dc"L>ilcd here:.
'I'his 1n.ca ns ilt a m.in:i.nw:·n U12'c :i_f any of yot:. arc: in
the "u sc or J.ose:" c2.t.cqo1:y of J.c,c:..ve I you v1ill not. lose leave yon
cannot t:DJ:c.

1\t t·.aclx:c3 to this mc::n:o i s
d(~tid. linc~

If yon bav r:~ any difficulty 1·.r:i. th your JJo:,Jc? agency on -t:.hc matt.cr of
l cL!vc 1 U1c uP!YL'OJXCicib:! prov:i~;ion oi the FPi·1 :i~; Ch.:1pt.cr G3 0 1 ;_;t:Lb-cb.:t }A.:c:c
3-t!)J 1 v1hi ch sLJ.tc~> :
" lmmJ ct}_ leave prcv:i:dcu L>y lo.\.' i~; il b?nef:i_t i;it(J
ClCCl'\1~'S C:cuLcwnticall';i.
lJc·_..rcvc~ r I SclpC!rvi .sor ~> have u-1(:~ r.c~-;pon;_;j b :i li Ly
to dccir_ir..: \·.' l1c n tLc lc.:lve: l:'t-!'/ lJC t.il\l:,n.
'l'll.L.: dcci~.-:;ion \!:i.Jl <fCJJ(.:.n:tl.ly
be H:.:tc'ic: in tl1v l:iq!1l:. of tll '~ n eed::: of l:.he s0rvicc: rat.hcl.· tl1Dn solely
on tll'.c dc::~ : i_ l:C'S of t:l'!c: e:r:·1pluyc·c . "
Yon :;ho:·tl<'J (_lllOtc t .}l i_;; to ymn: u')f:~r.C~1 1 (]~_.; \-lCll ();3 t!J C~ o~-m orcJej:' .
lf
you lL..:v:.: .Jl1j' diif:ic:ulliv; 1 ]>le.:t:;c c::un(:;_;ct Cllc·; J~l ie l 1•. Jt~ t m: J( j clJ liunl:
:i11 ou~~ l'u·::o;~r1cl Otfi_cc fm: ll':Jp (/.:>1-')'Ji>,'l).
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'l'h c l'Cl\ 11 . 1~>

J., c c:: ll · ;\llt· )J Ol~.i.::.c:d ,: \ (j<.'!1•. · J:"OU!'> l)\lc'l:UII\C ],JCl:l .i c:y f()):
I·Jc \·riLl C:('lll'inu\: to rt·qu:iJ~c <'VcJ·L..i:w~, ..111<1 u,l:.r·~..:
f;l!Uuld iK· no d.i i:f.i cttli: '/ :i.n <;c·U i nq youL· l :c:ll:(~ ;1qcn:.:i ••;; Lu
ClJljJl:l')\1(_~ .i.t.
Tf )'()\.l h ..\\'C C\ p;.c·IJ.k·m , 1\'t. CIJ<:tl.i<: r.~,)~:L O.J:
J'~j. ck JJ\1\ll'. kJ i0\·.1 prc;npl. ..Jy .
O:WiU ! l ~; Jy , )'0\l ll1\1~;l: bilV L: .ll

C!i1pJo·;·c,::.; .

<luUwri:'.~'tl
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